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Court-Compelled ReissueReexamination-A Misplaced
Exercise of Judicial Discretion
I. Introduction
On March 1, 1977, the United States Patent and Trademark Office (PTO), in a major policy change, assumed jurisdiction over is-

sued patents' for the purpose of reconsidering patent validity.

Despite long-standing judicial decisions 2 and agency policy 3 that,
under the patent statutes, the PTO has no jurisdiction over issued

patents for this purpose, Commissioner C. Marshall Dann4 created a
reexamination procedure5 by amending the PTO regulation that
governs reissue oaths.6 Thus, a patent owner may seek reissue-reex1. When the PTO finds that the invention disclosed in a patent application is "patentable," see note 10 ifra, the applicant may obtain a patent thereon by paying the issue fee. 35
U.S.C. § 153 provides,
Patents shall be issued in the name of the United States of America, under the
seal of the Patent Office, and shall be signed by the Commissioner or have his signature placed thereon and attested by an officer of the Patent Office designated by the
Commissioner, and shall be recorded in the Patent Office.
Issuance of a patent and recordation thereof in the PTO constitute public notice of its existence. Wine Ry. Appliance Co. v. Enterprise Ry. Equip. Co., 297 U.S. 387 (1936). The patent
owner, upon issuance of the patent is granted a right to exclude others from making, using or
selling the invention in the United States for seventeen years. 35 U.S.C. § 154 (1976).
2. See, e.g., McCormick Harvesting Machine Co. v. Aultman, 169 U.S. 606, 612 (1898);
Freeman v. Altvater, 138 F.2d 854, 858 (8th Cir. 1943); McElrath v. Indus. Rayon Corp., 35 F.
Supp. 198, 209-10 (W.D. Va. 1940). For a thorough discussion of PTO jurisdiction in this area,
see Walterscheid & Cage, Judsdticon of the Patentand Trademark Offce to Considerthe Validity of IssuedPatents, 61 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'Y 444 (1979).
3. The Manual of Patent Examining Procedure stated that "the determination of the
validity of a United States patent is strictly a matter for determination by competent judicial
authority." PATENT & TRADEMARK OFF., U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, MANUAL OF PATENT
EXAMINING PROCEDURE § 1701 (3d ed., rev. 54, 1977) [hereinafter cited as MANUAL].
4. C. Marshall Dann was Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks from February,
1974 to August, 1977).
5. A reexamination is a reconsideration of the validity of an issued patent in light of
relevant information not considered by the PTO in examination of the original patent application. See generally Abramson, Should the U.S. Adopt a Re-Examination System, 52 J. PAT.
OFF. Soc'y 407 (1970). Reexamination proceedings are essentially identical to examination of
the original patent application. Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, 37 C.F.R. § 1.176
(1980); MANUAL, supra note 3, § 1440 (4th ed., rev. 4, 1980). For a discussion of PTO examination procedures, see note 11 Ibfra.
6. See Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, 37 C.F.R. § 1.175 (1980). For text of the
regulation, see note 38 infra.
The reissue procedure permits a patent owner to correct certain defects in the original
patent. The corrected, or reissue, patent then replaces the original for the balance of the 17
year statutory term. See notes 18-20 and accompanying text infa.

amination of his patent under the amended regulation either because
he is unsure of the continued validity of his patent or because a third

party, usually a competitor, has challenged its validity. By this procedure, the patent owner can obtain from the PTO an opinion on the
validity of his patent. In his determination, the PTO examiner 7 considers prior art' and other information 9 relevant to patentability' 1
that was not considered in the original patent examination."I
Generally, the patent bar' 2 and federal judges 3 have supported
adoption of the reissue-reexamination procedure as an important
step toward improving the integrity of the patent system and the reliability of issued patents. The procedure was created pursuant to the

Commissioner's rulemaking authority to establish regulations, con14

sistent with statute, for the conduct of proceedings in the PTO.
Some commentators, however, question whether a reexamination
proceeding is consistent with the reissue statute under which it was
promulgated"' because the purpose of the former is PTO reconsideration of patent validity but the purpose of the latter is correction of
defective patents. Despite this criticism, reissue-reexamination is
now a firmly established PTO rule of procedure.
The PTO has encouraged federal district courts to take advantage of the new reissue-reexamination procedure during patent in-

7. See note II infra.
8. Generally, "prior art is that fund of information which is available or accessible to
the public." P. ROSENBERG, PATENT LAW FUNDAMENTALS § 7.01 (2d ed. 1980). The prior art
considered in examination of a patent application may be in the form of public knowledge,
use, printed publications or patents. 35 U.S.C. § 102 (1976). See 5 A. DELLER, DELLER'S
WALKER ON PATENTS § 453 (2d ed. 1972).
9. See notes 84 & 85 and accompanying text infra.
10. A patent may be obtained on "any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or
composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof.... 35 U.S.C. § 101
(1976) (emphasis added). Even though the invention sought to be patented is not identically
disclosed in the prior art, the invention is not patentable if the differences between it and the
prior art are such that the invention would have been obvious to a person having ordinary skill
in the art to which the invention pertains. 35 U.S.C. § 103 (1976).
11. In 1836, the United States adopted an examination system for patent applications.
An Act to Promote the Progres of Useful Arts, ch. 357, § 7, 5 Stat. 117 (1836). Filed applications are assigned to an examining group based on a classification of invention subject matter.
An individual examiner within the group then conducts the actual examination, including a
study of the patent application for compliance with statutory and regulatory requirements and
a search of the prior art to determine whether the invention disclosed in the application constitutes a sufficient advance over the prior art to merit the patent grant. If the PTO finally determines that the applicant is entitled to a patent, the Commissioner issues a patent for the
invention. 35 U.S.C. § 131 (1976). See generally 3 D. CHISUM, PATENTS § 11.01 (1981); 5 A.
DELLER, DELLER'S WALKER ON PATENTS § 452 (2d ed. 1972); P. ROSENBERG, PATENT LAW
FUNDAMENTALS § 15.03 (2d ed. 1980).
12. See, e.g., 1976 ABA SECTION OF PATENT, TRADEMARK AND COPYRIGHT LAW, SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS 56; Quigg, Reissues-4 PatentMedicine? Conference Course Book 88
(Conference on the Patent & Trademark Office, Arlington, Va., June 6, 1980).
13. Lacey, A FederalDistrict Judge's Views on PatentReissue, Protestand Duty of Disclosure, 60 PAT. OFF. SoC'Y 529 (1978); Markey, New Patent Office Rules May Aid PatentLitigation, 9 THE THIRD BRANCH 7 (Sept., 1977).
14. 35 U.S.C. § 6(1976). For text of the statute, see note 46 and accompanying text infra.
15. 35 U.S.C. § 251 (1976). For text of the statute, see note 18 infra.

fringement litigation' 6 in which the alleged infringer defends by
claiming invalidity of the patent in suit. By staying proceedings and
allowing the patent owner to file a reissue-reexamination application, the court may benefit from expert PTO reconsideration of patent validity in light of new information cited by the putative
infringer. Some federal courts, however, have followed a course of
action that stretches the reissue statute far beyond the bounds intended by Congress. Instead of merely staying infringement litigation pending outcome of reexamination by the PTO, these courts
have, on motion by the alleged infringer, ordered an unwilling patent owner to file a reissue-reexamination application. Other courts
have vigorously denied any authority to so compel a patent owner.
The impropriety of judicially compelled reissue applications is
also evident from recent passage of a reexamination statute.' 7 Unlike reissue-reexamination, which is available only to the patent
owner, the statutory reexamination procedure is available to any
member of the public, and therefore it is this procedure rather than
reissue-reexamination that the court or the putative infringer should
use.
In concluding that it is improper for federal courts to order patent owners to file reissue-reexamination applications, this comment
reviews the reissue statute and the 1977 PTO regulations promulgated pursuant thereto. The interaction between the amended regulations and federal court practice during infringement litigation is
discussed, and the reasons articulated by the courts for and against
ordering a patent owner to apply for reissue-reexamination of his
patent are reviewed and criticized. Finally, the relationship between
reissue-reexamination, recently enacted statutory reexamination,
and the current federal court practice of compelling patent reissuereexamination is studied.
II. Reissue Practice Prior to the 1977 Amendment
A.

History and Substance of the Reissue Statute

Under the patent reissue statute, I the PTO permits the patent
Patent litigation usually refers to suits for patent infringement. The word
16.
"infringement" suggests an encroachment. The domain belonging to a [patent owner] is that circumscribed by the claims of his patent. Consequently, the terminology
"patent infringement" is misleading since it is the claims of a patent which are infringed. If a patent is analogized to real property, its claims correspond to the metes
and bounds recited in a deed. Invasion of the domain circumscribed by the metes
and bounds of a landowner's real estate is called a trespass. Invasion of the domain
circumscribed by the claims of a patent owner's patent is said to be an infringement.
P. ROSENBERG, PATENT LAW FUNDAMENTALS § 17.02 (2d ed. 1980).
17.

Act of Dec. 12, 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-517, § 1, 94 Stat. 3015 (to be codified in 35

U.S.C. §§ 301-307).
18. 35 U.S.C. § 251 provides,
Whenver any patent is, through error without any deceptive intention, deemed

owner to correct a defect in the original patent that arose through an
error without any deceptive intent' 9 on the part of the patent owner 2°
and reissues the patent for the balance of the seventeen year term of
the original patent. Although the Patent Acts of 179021 and 179322
contained no provision authorizing reissue for defective patents, in
1832 Grant v. Raymond 23 recognized an inherent power to reissue
when a "defect in the specification arose from inadvertence or mistake, and without any fraud or misconduct on the part of the [patent
owner]."'24 In the same year, Congress statutorily authorized a reissue procedure.25
The current reissue statute clearly defines two distinct patent defects that may be corrected in a reissue patent. The flaw may consist
of (1) a defective specification 26 or drawing,27 or (2) the patent owner's claim of more or less than he had a right to claim in the original
patent.28 When either of these defects renders the patent wholly or
partly inoperative or invalid, the patent owner may obtain a reissue
patent by surrendering the defective patent and filing an amended
wholly or partly inoperative or invalid, by reason of a defective specification or drawing, or by reason of the [patent owner] claiming more or less than he had a right to
claim in the patent, the Commissioner shall, on the surrender of such patent and the
payment of the fee required by law, reissue the patent for the invention disclosed in
the original patent, and in accordance with a new and amended application, for the
unexpired term of the original patent. No new matter shall be introduced in the
application for reissue.
19.. Without deceptive intent "has been equated with an honest mistake." United States
Indus., Inc. v. Norton Co., 184 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 187, 189 (N.D.N.Y. 1974).
20. An error includes any inadvertence, accident, or mistake. In re Wadlinger, 496 F.2d
1200 (C.C.P.A. 1974). It may encompass errors of fact, In re Oda, 443 F.2d 1200 (C.C.P.A.
1971) (error in translating application from Japanese to English), or certain errors of law or
judgment. Moist Cold Refrigerator Co. v. Lou Johnson Co., 217 F.2d 39 (9th Cir. 1954).
21. An Act to Promote the Progress of Useful Arts, ch. 7, 1 Stat. 109 (1790).
22. An Act to Promote the Progress of Useful Arts, ch. 11, 1 Stat. 318 (1793).
23. 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 218 (1832).
24. Id at 240.
25. The statute provided:
[Wihenever any patent. .. shall be invalid or inoperative, . . .by inadvertence,
accident, or mistake, and without any fraudulent or deceptive intention, it shall be
lawful for the Secretary of State, upon the surrender to him of such patent, to cause a
new patent to be granted to the said investor for the same invention for the residue of
the period then unexpired, for which the original patent was granted ...
An Act Concerning Patents for Useful Inventions, ch. 162, § 3, 4 Stat. 559 (1832).
26. The official description of the invention is the patent specification. It must include,
inter alia, a description of the invention, the manner and process of making and using the
invention, and the best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention. 35
U.S.C. § 112 (1976).
27. The application must include a drawing of the invention when necesary for an under.
standing of the subject matter to be patented. 35 U.S.C. § 113 (1976); Patents, Trademarks,
and Copyrights, 37 C.F.R. § 1.81 (1980). The drawing must show every feature specified in the
claims. Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, 37 C.F.R. § 1.83 (1980).
28. "The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out
and distinctly claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention." 35
U.S.C. § 112 (1976). The patent claims circumscribe the domain belonging to the patent owner. See note 16 supra See generaly, 5 A. DELLER, DELLEa'S WALKER ON PATENTS § 509 (2d
ed. 1972).

application correcting any defects.2 9
B. The Reissue Oath Regulation Priorto 1977
Pursuant to the reissue statute, the PTO promulgated regula-

tions for conducting reissue proceedings.30 The centerpiece of those
regulations required the reissue applicant to file a statement under
oath that the applicant believed the original patent to be wholly or
partly inoperative or invalid. 3' The statement also was required to
set forth the reasons for this belief, specify the errors relied on and
how they occurred, and state that those errors "arose without any

deceptive intention on the part of the applicant."32 Thus, in order to
file an application for reissue of the patent, the patent owner had to
specify some defect that he believed to exist in the patent as origi-

nally issued. 33 Concomitantly, the applicant filed an amended application with appropriate changes in the specification, drawings, or

claims to correct the defects.3 4 Because the reissue statute specifically required existence of a defect and correction thereof as a condition precedent to patent reissue,3 5 no federal court had held that a
patent owner could use the PTO reissue procedure merely to have
29. The patent is wholly or partly inoperative if the claims fail to protect the invention
disclosed. 3 D. CHISUM, PATENTS § 15.03[l] (1981). In a reissue application, the patent owner
may redraft these claims to properly cover the scope of his invention. See note 18 supra for
text of 35 U.S.C. § 251.
30. See Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.171 to 1.179 (1976).
31. 37 C.F.R. § 1.175 (1976) (emphasis added) provided:
(a) Applicants for reissue

. . .

must

. . .

file with their applications a statement

under oath.., as follows:
(1) That applicant verily believes the original patent to be wholly or partly
inoperative or invalid, and the reasons why.

(4) Particularly specifying the errors relied upon, and how they arose or
occurred.
(5) That said errors arose "without any deceptive intention" on the part of the
applicant.
32. Id
33. In Exparte Timken, 24 Official Gaz. Pat. Off. 1089 (1883), the Commissioner stated
that "the rule requires that the defects. . . must be specifically pointed out, not by the expression of opinion ...

but that the applicant must distinctly state what the defects are which

render the patent inoperative or invalid." Id at 1089-90 (emphasis added). The Supreme
Court also held that an assertion, under oath, of existing defects is a prerequisite to PTO
jurisdiction:
[W]e think it a serious question whether the Commissioner of Patents had any jurisdiction... to consider the application upon the bare statement that the [patent owner] desired to surrender his patent and obtain a reissue. The Commissioner is
authorized to reissue patents in certain specified cases, and if the petition makes no
pretense of setting forth facts entitling the [patent owner] to a reissue, it is exceedingly
doubtful whether he obtains any jurisdiction to act at all.
Eby v. King, 158 U.S. 366, 371 (1895). See also Exparte Sabins, 141 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 395 (Pat.
Off. Bd. App. 1963).
34. See Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.173 & 1.174 (1976). q.In
re Wittry, 489 F.2d 1299, 1302 (C.C.PA. 1974) (no statutory authority to reissue when no
change in scope of claims is sought).
35. See note 18 supra for text of 35 U.S.C. § 251.

the validity of his patent reconsidered.36 Nevertheless, in 1977 Commissioner Dann amended the reissue oath regulation to permit a patent owner to have his patent reexamined through the reissue
procedure.3 7
III.
A.

The 1977 PTO Regulation Amendments
Key Change: The Reissue Oath Regulation

The key amendment to the PTO regulations concerns the rule
that governs the reissue oath.38 The amended reissue oath regulation
no longer requires an applicant to state under oath that he believes
his patent to be wholly or partly inoperative or invalid.3 9 When the

applicant is aware of prior art or other information not previously
considered by the PTO, he need only state under oath that this unconsidered prior art or other information might cause the examiner
to deem the original patent wholly or partly inoperative or invalid.'
Therefore, although the patent owner may be uncertain of the continued validity of his patent, he need not affirmatively assert existence of a defect to trigger PTO jurisdiction over his reissue

application.
Because the patent owner can now file a reissue application
even though he believes his patent is perfectly valid, the reissue-reex-

amination application is filed with no changes in the specification,
drawings, or claims.4 ' In effect, the patent owner does not seek a
36. See, e.g., McCormick Harvesting Mach. Co. v. Aultman, 169 U.S. 606, 610 (1898)
(purpose of reissue is to correct defective patent, not reopen question of validity); In re Clark,
522 F.2d 623 (C.C.P.A. 1975); In re Altenpohl, 500 F.2d 1151 (C.C.P.A. 1974).
37. The Commissioner's proposal can be found in 41 Fed. Reg. 43,729 (1976), and the
regulations as adopted in 42 Fed. Reg. 5588 (1977).
38. Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, 37 C.F.R. § 1.175 (1980). Deletions and additions are shown in brackets and italics, respectively:
(a) Applicants for reissue . . . must . . . file with their applications a statement
under oath ... as follows:
(1) When the [That] applicant verily believes the original patent to be wholly
or partly inoperative or invalid, stating such belief and the reasons why.
(4) When the applicantis aware o/priorart or otherinformation relevant topat-

(5)
(6)

entability, not previously consideredby the Office, which might cause the examiner to deem the originalpatent wholly or partly inoperative or invalid,
particularlyspecifying such priorart or other information and requestingthat
if the examinerso deems, the applicantbepermittedto amend thepatent and
be granteda reissuepatent.
[4] Particularly specifying the errors, or what might be deemedto be errors
relied upon, and how they arose or occurred.
[5) Stating that said errors, f any, arose "without any deceptive intention" on the part of the applicant.

Id
39. Id Prior to the 1977 amendments, § 1.175(a)(l) specifically required the applicant to
affirmatively acknowledge, invalidity of his patent. See notes 33 & 38 and accompanying text
supra.

40. See note 38 supra for text of 37 C.F.R. § 1.175(a)(4).
41. Commissioner Dann stated that "[aimended § 1.175 permits a patent owner to have

reissue patent to correct a defect in the original patent, but rather
desires a reconsideration, or reexamination, of patent validity in
light of prior art or other information that the PTO has not previously addressed.42
Commissioner Dann believed4 3 that authority for promulgating
the amendment to the reissue oath regulation derived from the Commissioner's power to make PTO rules' and to reissue patents.45 Indeed, the Commissioner "may .

. establish regulations, not

inconsisent with law, for the conduct of proceedings in the Patent
Office." 4 6 Therefore, the question is whether the reissue-reexamination procedure comes within the ambit of the general reissue statute.
The Commissioner noted that the reissue statute requires only that
the patent be deemed wholly or partly inoperative or invalid before a
reissue may be granted,but does not require this belief by thepatent
owner before a reissue application may befiled He reasoned, therefore, that under the reissue statute the PTO can assume jurisdiction
over reissue-reexamination applications in which the patent owner
merely states that the examiner might deem the patent invalid.4 7
Furthermore, the Commissioner maintained that reissue-reexamination proceedings do not violate the reissue statute provision
requiring existence and correction of a patent defect as a condition to
reissue of the patent.48 Reissue-reexamination simply does not result
in a reissue patent. When the patent owner files a reissue-reexamination application, he maintains that his patent is still valid and
seeks no changes in the claims or specification.49 If the examiner
holds the patent valid over the prior art or other information submitted, the application is rejected; absent a defect in the original patent,
no statutory basis for reissue exists.50 Likewise, if the PTO holds the
new prior art considered by the Office... without making any changes in the claims or specification." 42 Fed. Reg. 5588 (1977).
42. See, e.g., Sheller Globe Corp. v. Mobay Chem. Corp., 204 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1052
(E.D. Mich. 1980); Fas-Line Sales & Rentals, Inc. v. E-Z Lay Pipe Corp., 203 U.S.P.Q. (BNA)
497 (W.D. Okla. 1979); Rohm & Haas Co. v. Mobil Oil Corp., 462 F. Supp. 732 (D. Del. 1978);
General Tire & Rubber Co. v. Watson-Bowman Assocs., 193 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 479 (D. Del.
1977). Reissue-reexamination has been described as a mutation of conventional reissue procedure. Harris & Hammond, The New Reissue Rexamination of Patent Claims in Light ofNew
Art, 17 PAT. L. ANN. 167 (1979).
43. The Commissioner expounded on his authority in 42 Fed. Reg. 5588 (1977).
44. 35 U.S.C. § 6 (1976).
45. 35 U.S.C. § 251 (1976). For text of the statute, see note 18 supra.
46. 35 U.S.C. § 6 (1976) (emphasis added).
47. 42 Fed. Reg. 5588 (1977). Concededly, the amended rules are not inconsistent with
the literal langauge of 35 U.S.C. § 251 and, therefore, do have the force and effect of law.
Nevertheless, it is doubtful that Congress ever contemplated that the reissue statute would be
used as a vehicle for the PTO to consider the validity of issued patents. Walterscheid & Cage,
supra note 2, at 458-59. For a discussion of the legislative purpose behind the reissue statute,
see notes 138-143 and accompanying text infra.
48. 42 Fed. Reg. 5588 (1977). See note 18 supra for text of the reissue statute.
49. See note 41 and accompanying text supra.
50. See MANUAL, supra note 3, § 1446 (4th ed., rev. 4, 1980); 42 Fed. Reg. 5588 (1977).

patent invalid and if the patent owner does not request permission to
amend, 5' the reissue application is again rejected on the ground that
the original patent is invalid. 2 Consequently, in either case, reissuereexamination does not result in a reissue patent and therefore does
not violate the reissue statute requirement that a defective patent be
amended to correct the defect prior to reissuance.
Several commentators question the propriety of the amended
reissue regulation, describing it as "an end around" the reissue statute,53 and labelling the Commissioner's rational as "embarrassing to
law and logic." 54 These commentators point to a century of PTO
practice and federal case law, both of which firmly disavowed PTO
jurisdiction over a reissue application unless the patent owner declared under oath the existence of a defect.55 Nevertheless, the
amended reissue regulation has been upheld by the courts 56 and applauded by the patent ba 5 7 as a valid exercise of the Commissioner's
rulemaking authority.
B.

The Purpose of Reissue-Reexamination

The 1977 rule changes were promulgated in response to a decade of strong judicial criticism directed at the patent system.5 8 The
Neither 35 U.S.C. § 251 nor 37 C.F.R. § 1.175 permits reissue when there is in fact no actual
error in the original patent. In re Wittry, 489 F.2d 1299, 1302 (C.C.P.A. 1974); In re Rogoff,
261 F.2d 601, 606 (C.C.P.A. 1958).
51. 37 C.F.R. § 1.175(a)(4) permits the patent owner to amend the original patent if the
examiner deems it to be wholly or partly inoperative or invalid. See note 38 supra This
request to amend, however, converts the proceeding from reissue-reexamination to a conventional reissue proceeding in which the applicant seeks a reissue patent to correct an admittedly
defective patent. The applicant must then comply with 37 C.F.R. § 1.175(a)(1) and state under
oath that the patent is invalid because of a defect. See MANUAL, Supra note 3, § 1444.01 (4th
ed., rev. 4, 1980).
52. See 42 Fed. Reg. 5588 (1979). See also Harris & Hammond, supra note 42, at 172.
53. Rathbun, The New Inter Partes Practice, 5 AM. PAT. L.A.Q.J. 224, 233 (1977).
The question is whether the statute is being subject to an "end around" by avoiding its direct mandate and allowing an examination where there is no desire by the
applicant to make any modification and the Examiner is well aware of the posture of
the case by a simple examination of the oath. If one followed the arguments propounded in Eby [v. King, 158 U.S. 366 (1894)], it would appear that the Commis-

sioner has no jurisdiction to consider the case nor the newly cited art, until the filing
of an oath meeting the requirements of the statute.
Id Contra, Quigg, supra note 12, at 91.
54. Irons & Sears, Patent "Reexamination"- A Case of Adminirtradive Arrogation, 1980
UTAH L. REV. 287, 299.

55. See notes 31-34 and accompanying text supra.
56. See, e.g., Sheller Globe Corp. v. Mobay Chem. Corp., 204 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1052,
1055 (E.D. Mich. 1980). Cf.Norton v. Curtiss, 433 F.2d 779, 791 (C.C.P.A. 1970) (Commissioner's rulemaking authority not limited to any express grant by statute).
57. See Quigg, supra note 12, at 91; Roberts, The New Reisue and Opposition Proceedings
Within the Patent Office, Current Developments in Patent Law 1978 15-16 (Pat. L. Inst. 1978).
58. Mr. Justice Fortas stated, "[A] patent monopoly is typically granted in a secret, ex
parte proceeding before a minor bureaucrat called a patent examiner." Fortas, The Patent
System in Distress, 53 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'Y 810, 815 (1971).

To be honest, this Court is rather amazed to find that a patent as flimsy and as
spurious as this one has been granted by the Patent Office. Clearly, the Patent Office
is still not applying the strict constitutional standard required in all patent cases.

PTO was fully aware that it frequently did not consider the best
prior art in original patent examinations. 5 9 Furthermore, studies
demonstrated that a significantly higher proportion of litigated patents were held invalid when relevant prior art before the court had
not been previously considered by the PTO.60 These statistics naturally led many federal judges to doubt the competency of the PTO
and the reliability of issued patents.6 ' When Congress failed in a
series of attempts to curtail mass judicial invalidation of litigated
patents through patent law revision, 62 the PTO assumed the initiative by changing its internal procedures.
The stated purpose of the reissue-reexamination procedure is to
improve the quality and reliability of issued patents.63 The limited
monopoly provided by a patent is a tremendous inducement to investors in the research and development of new ideas.' The patent
right, however, must be certain. When issued patents are consistently held invalid by federal courts, the attractiveness of investment
in research and development is greatly diminished. 65 Reissue-reexKen Wire & Metal Prods., Inc. v. Columbia Broadcasting Sys., Inc., 338 F. Supp. 624, 628
(S.D.N.Y. 1971).
[The Patent Office] has got to be the sickest institution that our Government has ever
invented. It is just as far as I can see an attritional war between the patent applicant
and the patent examiner who apparently got paid on the piece work for how many
patents they could put out.
United States v. Charles Pfizer & Co., No. 4-71 Civ. 435 (D. Minn., Sept. 8, 1971). For a
collection of scathing remarks by jurists, see Pegram, Current Proposalsfor Inter Partes Proceedings, 4 AM. PAT. L.A.Q.J. 57, 69 n.80 (1976).
59. See, e.g., Patent Reexamination. Hearingon S. 1679 Before the Senate Comm on the

Judiciary, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 13 (1979) (testimony of Sidney Diamond, Commissioner, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office) [hereinafter cited as Hearing on S. 16791.
60. According to some studies, about 70-75% of patents held invalid are adjudicated on
records differing from those considered by the PTO. See Bjorge, 35 U.S. C 103: The PTO, the
Courts and the Future, 5 Am. PAT. L.A.Q.J. 137, 138 n.8 (1977). See generally G. KOENIG,
PATENT INVALIDITY-A STATISTICAL AND SUBSTANTIVE ANALYSIS (1974).

These statistics, however, may be deceiving. Between 1953 and 1971, for example, over
one million patents were issued, but only 1080 (0.1%) were litigated. "Conclusions drawn from
such a de minimus sample in any other field would be laughed off the stage by trained statisticians." Markey,

he Status of the U.S. Patent System--Sans Myth, Sans Fiction, 59 J. PAT.

OFF. SOC'Y 164, 167 (1977).

61.

See note 58 supra.

62. See, e.g., S. 2255, 94th Cong., 2d Sess., 122 CONG. REC. 4489 (1976); S. 214, 94th
Cong., 1st Sess., 121 CONG. REC. 659 (1975); S. 1246, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., 115 CONG. REC.
4861 (1969); S. 1569, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., 115 CONG. REc. 6569 (1969); S. 1042, 90th Cong.,
1st Sess., 113 CONG. REC. 4075 (1967).

63. Commissioner Dann stated,
The purpose of the rules that are being adopted is to improve the quality and
reliability of issued patents by strengthening patent examining and appeal procedures. It is desirable that patents be as dependable as possible, so as to enhance the
incentives provided by the patent system to make inventions, to invest in research
and development, to put new or improved products on the market, and to disclose
inventions that otherwise would be kept as trade secrets.
42 Fed. Reg. 5588 (1977).
64. See, e.g., Industrial Innovation and Patent and Copyright Law Amendments: Hearings
on HR. 6933 Before the House Comm on the Judiciary, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 590 (1980) (testi-

mony of Sidney Diamond, Commissioner, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office) [hereinafter
cited as Hearings on H.R 6933].

65. Id

amination rectifies this problem6 6 by providing to the patent owner

an inexpensive forum for reconsideration of patent validity any time
during the life of the patent.67 Thus, before entering expensive in-

fringement litigation in which patent invalidity is frequently raised
by the putative infringer, the patent owner can obtain PTO reaffir68
mation of patent validity and proceed to court with confidence.
C. The Mechanics and Scope of Reissue-Reexamination
1.

Mechanics.-The

patent owner initiates the reissue-reexam-

ination process by filing a reissue application in which he states
under oath that he is aware of specific prior art or other information

relevant to patentability, which was not previously considered by the
PTO and which might lead the examiner to deem the original patent
wholly or partly inoperative or invalid.69 The reissue-reexamination
applicant must also offer to surrender the original patent with his
application.7" The filing of the application is announced in the Official Gazette, 7 and the reissue application is open to inspection by
the general public.7 2 To provide interested members of the public an
opportunity to review the application and submit to the examiner

prior art or other information relevant to patentability, reissue applications are not acted upon by the examiner until two months after
announcement in the Official Gazette,73 but they are considered in
advance of other applications.7 4
66. Another criticism of the PTO is not cured by reexamination. The PTO has been
accused of applying a standard of patentability below the standard applied by courts. Eg.,
Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 18 (1966). Of the patents litigated in federal district
courts from 1921-73, only 45% were held valid. The recent trend reveals a decline in this figure
to 38% for the period 1966-73. L. Baum, The FederalCourts and Patent Validity. An Analysis
of the Record, 56 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'Y 758, 759-65 (1974).
For specific examples of technologically undeserving subject matter for which the PTO
has erroneously granted patents, see Sakraida v. Ag. Pro.,Inc., 425 U.S. 273 (1976); Great Atl.
& Pac. Tea Co. v. Supermarket Equip. Corp., 340 U.S. 147, 156-58 (1950).
67. Patent litigation, which conventionally costs as much as $250,000 per case, is particularly burdensome to the individual or small business patent owner. Hearingon S. 1679, supra
note 59, at 21 (testimony of Donald R. Dunner).
68. Dunner, The New Reissue Practice, Conference Course Book 80 (Conference on the
Patent & Trademark Office, Arlington, Va., June 6, 1980).
69. See note 38 supra.
70. 35 U.S.C. § 251 (1976); Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, 37 C.F.R. § 1.178
(1980); MANUAL, supra note 3, § 1416 (4th ed., rev. 4, 1980).
71. Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, 37 C.F.R. § 1.11(b) (1980) provides,
The announcement shall include at least the filing date, reissue application and
original patent numbers, title, class and subclass, name of the inventor, name of the
owner of record, name of the attorney or agent of record, and examining group to
which the reissue application is assigned.
Id
72. Id By statute, original patent applications must be kept in confidence by the PTO.
35 U.S.C. § 122 (1976). Reissue applications, however, contain no new disclosures and, therefore, fall within the special circumstance exception of 35 U.S.C. § 122. 42 Fed. Reg. 5588
(1977).
73. Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, 37 C.F.R. § 1.176 (1980).
74. All reissue applications filed are considered "special" by the PTO, which means that
a reissue application will be acted upon immediately, ahead of other applications. Further-

The amended rules also provide that any interested member of

the public may participate in reissue-reexamination proceedings by
filing a protest,75 in which the protester may submit relevant prior art
or other information for consideration by the examiner.7 6 The pro-

test provisions as originally promulgated contemplated only limited
participation by the protester in the reissue-reexamination process.77
In the last four years, however, the degree of participation has increased, rendering the current reissue-reexamination procedure quasi
interpartes in nature.78
Final PTO determination of validity or invalidity is recorded
and available to the public and the patent owner. 79 The force of this
determination is only advisory because the PTO has no authority to
cancel an issued patent.8 ° Only federal courts possess that power.8 '
2. Scope of Information Considered-Prior art revealed in patents and other publications 2 is the most typical data used by a PTO
examiner to determine patent validity in a reissue-reexamination.8 3
more, when litigation is pending that concerns the patent for which reissue is sought, the reissue application will be examined in advance of all other "special" applications. 983 Official
Gaz. Pat. Off. 24 (1979); MANUAL, supra note 3, § 1442 (4th ed., rev. 4, 1980).
75.
Protests against pending applications will be acknowledged and referred to
the examiner having charge of the subject matter involved. A protest specifically
identifying the application to which the protest is directed will be entered in the application file and, if timely submitted and accompanied by a copy of each prior art
document relied upon, will be considered by the examiner.
Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, 37 C.F.R. § 1.291 (1980). For a discussion of the
amended protest provision, see 42 Fed. Reg. 5589 (1977).
76. All issues relevant to patentability may be raised by the protestor, incluidng those
based on prior patents and publications, prior public use and sale, prior public knowledge,
prior inventorship, and insufficient disclosure. Letter from Commissioner of Patents and
Trademarks to Federal District Court Judges (Aug. 9, 1980) [hereinafter cited as Letter].
77. In early 1977, Commissioner Dann stated,
Section 1.291 does not contemplate permitting a protester to participate as a party in
further proceedings. In the case of applications available to the public, such as reissue applications, the protester may file papers rebutting statements made by the applicant. The examiner at his discretion may request a protester to submit additional
information or may provide extra time for comments by a protester to be filed.
42 Fed. Reg. 5589 (1977).
78. For example, a protester may now participate in interviews between a reissue applicant and the PTO. Tegtmeyer, New Rules-A Revolution or an Evolution in Patent Practice,
Conference Course Book 11-13 (1978 Patent Law Conference, Washington, D.C.). See Further
Guidelines Relating to 37 CF
1. 175 and 1.291 as Amended Effective March L 1977, 977
Official Gaz. Pat. Off. 11 (1978).
A recent PTO proposal to expand reissue-reexamination to a fully interpartesproceeding,
46 Fed. Reg. 3132 (1981), was withdrawn for lack of support from the patent bar. See 46 Fed.
Reg. 29,176 (1981).
79. 42 Fed. Reg. 5588; MANUAL, supra note 3, § 1446 (4th ed., rev. 4, 1980).
80. General Tire & Rubber Co. v. Watson-Bowman Assocs., 193 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 479,
483 n.8 (D. Del. 1977); Walterscheid & Cage, supra note 2, at 459-60. See McCormick Harvesting Machine Co. v. Aultman, 169 U.S. 606, 612 (1898).
81. 28 U.S.C. § 1338 (1976).
82. Issued patents and any other printed publications that disclose an invention are the
two tangible and, therefore, most often relied on forms of prior art. See generally 5 A. DELLER, DELLER'S WALKER ON PATENTS § 453 (2d ed. 1972). See also note 8 supra.

83. MANUAL, supra note 3, § 1414.02(a) (4th ed., rev. 4, 1980). See, e.g., Coe Laboratories, Inc. v. St. Charles Mfg. Corp., 206 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1014 (N.D. Ill. 1980); Sheller Globe

This proceeding, however, may also include consideration of any
"other information" that could render the patent wholly or partly
inoperative or invalid.84 The inclusion of "other information" extends the scope of reissue-reexamination beyond prior art considerations to all issues of patentability. 5 Most importantly, other
information includes evidence of fraud or inequitable86conduct by the
patent owner in procurement of the original patent.

IV. The Federal Courts and Reissue-Reexamination
A.

Interaction Between Patent Litigation and ReissueReexamination

The issue of patent validity frequently arises during infringement litigation in federal district courts.8 7 The patent owner sues for
patent infringement, and the alleged infringer defends on the basis
of invalidity of the patent.88 Alternatively, the alleged infringer may
file in federal court for a declaratory judgment that the patent is
invalid.8 9
Corp. v. Mobay Chem. Corp., 204 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1052 (E.D. Mich. 1980); RCA Corp. v.
Applied Digital Data Sys., Inc., 467 F. Supp. 99 (D. Del. 1979).
84. See note 38 supra for text of§ 1.175(a)(4).
85. Any information "which might cause the examiner to deem the original patent
wholly or partly inoperative or invalid" may be the subject of an (a)(4) type reissue.
For example, such information might demonstrate that
(1) the patent subject matter was publicly known or used by others in this country
before the invention thereof by applicant;
(2) the patented subject matter was in public use or on sale in this country, more
than one year prior to the date of the application for patent in the United States;
(3) the [patent owner] had abandoned the invention or did not himself invent the
subject matter patented;
(4) before [patent owner's] invention thereof the invention was made in this country
by another who had not abandoned, suppressed, or concealed it;
(5) the disclosure in the patent is insufficient in some respect under 35 U.S.C. 112;
(6) the patent otherwise lacks compliance with any of the statutory requirements for
patentability;
(7) "fraud" or "violation of the duty of disclosure" is present.
MANUAL, supra note 3, § 1414.02(a) (4th ed., rev. 4, 1980).

86. Fraud on the PTO is a form of misconduct by the applicant that occurs in the course
of procuring a patent. Because the applicant has an uncompromising duty to disclose to the
PTO all prior art that the applicant has reason to believe may be relevant to patentability,
knowing failure to disclose this prior art constitutes fraud. See, e.g., Corometrics Medical Sys.,
Inc. v. Berkeley Bio-Eng'r, Inc., 193 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 467 (N.D. Cal. 1977); Swift Chem. Co. v.
Usamex Fertilizers, Inc., 197 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 10 (E.D. La. 1977); In re Altenpohl, 198
U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 289 (Ass't Comm'r Pat. 1976). The issue of fraud may be asserted as a defense or counterclaim to a suit for patent infringement. See, e.g., Bielomatik Leuze & Co. v.
Southwest Tablet Mfg. Co., 204 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 226 (N.D. Tex. 1979). Recognizing the
PTO's expertise in patent matters, courts have deferred to a PTO reissue-reexamination proceeding on issues of fraud in which the relevancy of the prior art must be determined. See
General Tire & Rubber Co. v. Watson-Bowman Assocs., 193 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 479 (D. Del.
1977).
87. E.g., Elfab Corp. v. NCR Corp., 204 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 999 (C.D. Cal. 1979); Kearns v.
Wood Motors, Inc., 204 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 485 (E.D. Mich. 1978); Wilden Pump & Eng'r Co. v.
Pressed & Welded Prods. Co., 199 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 390 (N.D. Cal. 1978).
88. See 35 U.S.C. § 282 (1976).
89. The Declaratory Judgment Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2201 (1976), permits the putative infringer to take the initiative by suing a patent owner for a declaratory judgment of patent

The main purpose of the reissue-reexamination procedure is to
improve the quality and reliability of issued patents. 90 Because limited resources and time prevent the PTO from considering all ex-

isting information relevant to patentability in the original
examination, absolute reliability is impractical. 9' Statistics indicate
that a significantly higher percentage of litigated patents are held invalid when relevant prior art cited in court has not previously been

considered by the PTO.92 Thus, the number of patents held invalid
can be sharply reduced if this newly discovered prior art is considered by the PTO before litigation. Although issued patents are presumptively valid 93 , this presumption is strengthened when relevant
prior art and other information, other than that discovered by the
examiner during his original patent examination search, has been
considered by the PTO. 94
Since the amended procedure was adopted, judges have been
encouraged by their brethren 95 and the PTO9 6 to take advantage of

PTO expertise during infringement litigation. Once patent invalidity
is alleged by the infringer, the court may stay proceedings and allow
the patent owner to file a reissue-reexamination application with the
PTO. 97 By filing a protest, 9 8 the putative infringer may present to
the examiner prior art and other information relevant to patentabilinvalidity. See, e.g., E.W. Bliss Co. v. Cold Metal Process Co., 102 F.2d 105 (6th Cir. 1939);
Am. Cyanide Co. v. Ethicon, Inc., 443 F. Supp. 46 (S.D.N.Y. 1977); Curvcraft, Inc. v. Chromcraft, Inc., 193 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 371 (E.D. Pa. 1976).
90. See notes 63-65 and accompanying text supra.
is our feeling that regardless of how much money is spent in the patent sys91. [I]t
tem to improve the operation of the Patent Office, it is inevitable, with computers or
otherwise, that all of the prior art will not be uncovered. A determined advocate,
desiring to do in a patent, spending tens of thousands of dollars in litigation situations, can often, if not always, find something that has not been considered by the
Patent Office.
Hearing On S. 1679, supra note 59, at 21-22 (testimony of Donald R. Dunner). Contra, Irons
& Sears, supra note 54.
92. See note 60 and accompanying text supra
93. E.g., Eltra Corp. v. Basic, Inc., 599 F.2d 745, 750 (6th Cir.), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 993
(1979); Am. Seating Co. v. Nat'l Seating Co., 586 F.2d 611, 615 (6th Cir. 1978); Union Carbide
Corp. v. Borg-Warner Corp., 550 F.2d 355, 360 (6th Cir. 1977). 35 U.S.C. § 282 provides, "A
patent shall be presumed valid. The burden of establishing invalidity of a patent shall rest on
a party asserting it."
94. E.g., Wilden Pump & Eng'r Co. v. Pressed & Welded Prods. Co., 199 U.S.P.Q.
(BNA) 390, 398-99 (N.D. Cal. 1978); Landes Mfg. Co. v. Chromodern Chair Co., 203 U.S.P.Q.
(BNA) 337, 339 (C.D. Cal. 1978). Cf.Aluminum Co. of Am. v. Amerola Prods. Corp., 552
F.2d 1020 (3d Cir. 1977) (presumption weakened when relevant prior art not considered by
PTO). Judge Lacey described the attitude of the federal judiciary.
We are particularly concerned about the secret ex parte nature of [the initial examination procedure]. We are unaccustomed to this and, hence, our suspicions are
aroused about the validity of the examiner's conclusions. It may be at this point that,
in the mind of a particular judge, dilution of the presumption of validity begins ...
[Tihe presumption of validity is alive and well in my court if it appears that all of the
alleged infringer's tendered prior art was reviewed by an examiner.
Lacey, supra note 13, at 530-32.
95. See note 13 supra.
96. Eg., Letter, supra note 76.
97. The Commissioner stated, "During litigation, a federal court may, if it chooses, stay

ity and participate to a limited extent in the reissue-reexamination
procedure. Upon completion of the reexamination, the examiner's
expert determination, though not binding, is available to the court
for its final determination of patent validity.99
The granting of a stay is solely within the discretion of the trial
judge."co Usually, however, the judge will stay proceedings if it is
likely that the litigation will benefit from "the expertise the PTO will
bring to bear on its analysis."''
In Fisher Controls Co. v. Control
Components, Inc., 102 the United States District Court for the Southern District of Iowa expressed some of the advantages of staying
litigation.
[S]everal distinct advantages can be observed in allowing examination of a reissue application before continuing with patent
litigation:
1. All prior art presented to the Court will have been first
considered by the PTO, with its particular expertise.
2. Many discovery problems relating to prior art can be alleviated by the PTO examination.
3. In those cases resulting in effective invalidity of the patent, the suit will likely be dismissed.
4. The outcome of the reexamination may encourage a settlement without the further use of the Court.
5. The record of reexamination would likely be entered at
trial, thereby reducing the complexity and length of the
litigation.
6. Issues, defenses, and evidence will be more easily limited
in pre-trial conferences after a re-examination.
7. The cost will
likely be reduced both for the parties and
03
the Court.'

Although some commentators have criticized these reasons for staying patent litigation, IoI the reissue-reexamination procedure in many
proceedings to permit new art to be considered by the Office." 42 Fed. Reg. 5588 (1977) (emphasis added).
98. See notes 75-78 and accompanying text supra.
99. The PTO's determination is advisory only. See notes 80 & 81 and accompanying text
supra. Nevertheless, in many cases the PTO opinion is accorded controlling weight by the
district court. See National Tractor Pullers Ass'n v. Watkins, 205 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 892 (N.D.
Ill. 1980). Contra, PIC Inc. v. Prescon Corp., 485 F. Supp. 1302 (D. Del. 1980).
100. The power to grant a stay is inherent in every court by virtue of its right to control the
cases on its docket with economy of time and effort. Landis v. N. Am. Co., 299 U.S. 248, 254
(1936). Eg., Fisher Controls Co. v. Control Components, Inc., 443 F. Supp. 581 (S.D. Iowa
1977); General Tire & Rubber Co. v. Watson-Bowman Assocs., 193 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 479, 482
(D. Del. 1977).
101. PIC, Inc. v. Prescon Corp., 77 F.R.D. 678, 681 (D. Del. 1977).
102. 443 F. Supp. 581 (S.D. Iowa 1977).
103. Id. at 582.
104. E.g., Arnold, Two Court Addresses to the New Reissue Practice, Conference Course
Book 47 (Conference on the Patent & Trademark Office, Arlington, Va., June 6, 1980), in
which the author criticized the rationale that PTO reexamination will lead to a speedier resolution of the issue.
[E]ven though the PTO acts on all reissue applications ahead of other applications,
the average pendency time is roughly a year, and among those cases with vigorous
protests the pendency time tends to be very very much longer. . . . If a Russian spy

cases expedites the judicial process and assists courts in reaching a

just decision.
B.

Conflict in the Courts

If promulgation of a reexamination procedure under the umbrella of reissue led some commentators to question the statutory
foundation for establishment of the procedure, °5 the federal courts
have created their own reissue-reexamination controversy. Several
district courts have gone beyond a mere stay of litigation and, on
motion of the alleged infringer, have ordered an unwilling patent
owner to file an application for reissue-reexamination. 0 6 Other district courts have denied the existence of any authority to compel reissue-reexamination. 0 7
A patent owner will be disinclined to file an application for reissue-reexamination if he views the district court as a more favorable
forum than the PTO. For example, if suit has been brought in a
district court that usually upholds issued patents, 08 the patent owner
may take his chances in court, especially if he believes that PTO reissue-reexamination proceedings will only further delay resolution of
his infringement suit while the clock continues to run on the seventeen year term of his patent."° Likewise, when issues of fraud are

raised, reexamination by the PTO with the alleged infringer-protester vigorously urging fraud may be less desirable than trial before
had set about to find a devious way to reduce and debilitate the incentives of the
United States patent system to promote technology and innovation, stays in court
remedies pending PTO protested reexamination and reissue procedures would be
high on his list of proposals.
Id at 59-61.
105. See notes 53-54 and accompanying text supra.
106. Coe Laboratories, Inc. v. St. Charles Mfg. Corp., 206 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1014 (N.D. I11.
1980); Sheller Globe Corp. v. Mobay Chem. Corp., 204 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1052 (E.D. Mich.
1980); Slimfold Mfg. Co. v. Kinkead Indus., Inc., 206 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1012 (N.D. Ga. 1980);
Choat v. Rome Indus., Inc., 480 F. Supp. 387 (N.D. Ga. 1979); Xerox Corp. v. SCM Corp., No.
76-1880 (D.N.J., May 22, 1979); In re Yarn Processing Patent Validity Litigation, No. 82 (S.D.
Fla., Sept. 7, 1979); Lee-Boy Mfg. Co. v. Puckett, 202 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 573 (N.D. Ga. 1978); KJack Eng'r Co. v. Pete's Newsrack, Inc., 205 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 696 (C.D. Cal. 1978); Alpine
Eng'r Prods., Inc. v. Automated Bldg. Components, Inc., No. 77-6291 (S.D. Fla., Feb. 1, 1978).
Ordering the patent owner to reissue his patent is the "most exotic reaction of the federal
courts to the new reissue proceedings.
Dunner & Lipsey, The New Reissue Practice, 61
J. PAT. OFF. Soc'y 68, 91 (1979).
107. Johnson & Johnson, Inc. v. Wallace A. Erickson & Co., 206 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 873 (7th
Cir. 1980) (denying authority of district court to compel reissue); Cooper Indus., Inc. v. J. & J.
Fabrics, Inc., reported in 531 Pat., T.M., & Copyright J. (BNA) A-12 (May 28, 1981) (N.D. Ga.
April 28, 1981); Bielomatik Leuze & Co. v. Southwest Tablet Mfg. Co., 204 U.S.P.Q. (BNA)
226 (N.D. Tex. 1979); Swift Agricultural Chems. Corp. v. Mississippi Chem. Corp., 205
U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 33 (S.D. Miss. 1978).
108. Shrewd forum shopping is essential to success in patent litigation. District court adjudications of patent validity range from a high of 73% of litigated patents held valid in the
Tenth Circuit to a low of 18% in the Third Circuit (statistics for period 1961-73). L. Baum, The
Federal Courts and Patent Validity. An Anlysis fthe Record 56 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'y 758, 762
(1974). See generally Goldstein, Conflicting Rules of Patent Law Wihin the FederalJudicial
System, 12 INTELLECTUAL PROP. L. REV. 135 (1980).
109. See Arnold, supra note 104, at 55-60.

a judge or jury. The PTO is acutely sensitive to fraud questions.
Therefore, when no specific deceptive intent on the part of the patent
owner is readily provable, he may fare better in court."t0 It is in
these situations that the putative infringer will seek court-ordered
reissue-reexamination. I
1. Court-Compelled Reissue-Reexamination And Due Process
Considerations.-In Swift AgriculturalChemicals Corp. v. Mississippi
Chemical Corp., 112 the United States District Court for the Southern
District of Mississippi refused to compel the patent owner to file for
reissue-reexamination and enunciated its concern for the patent
owner's proprietary right in his patent." 3 "There is a property right
in the. . . patent which must be and shall be respected."' ' More
explicitly, the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit
in Johnson & Johnson, Inc. v. Wallace A. Erickson & Co. "15 rejected
the authority of a district court, prior to trial on the merits, to require
a patent owner to surrender his patent in a reissue-reexamination
proceeding as a condition to pursuing his remedies against an alleged infringer. "If such power were authorized, it would be a taking
of property without due process of law.""' 6
The Seventh Circuit's reasoning exhibits a misconception of the
reissue-reexamination procedure. When the patent owner files an
application for reissue-reexamination, he must merely offer to surrender his patent. The surrender, however, does not take effect until
the reissue patent is issued by the PTO."' Further, a reissue-reexamination proceeding results only in a record of the examiner's determination of validity or invalidity, not a reissue of the patent; the
PTO lacks statutory authority to reissue a patent for which no
110. Harris & Hammond, supra note 42, at 185-86.
111. For a thorough discussion of reissue-reexamination tactical considerations, see Dunner & Lipsey, supra note 106. See also Washburn, Reissue Practice.- The Plaintiff's View, Seminar Course Book I (A. William Deller Intellectual Property Seminar, Harrisburg, PA, Nov.
14, 1980).
112. 205 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 33 (S.D. Miss. 1978).
113. "[P]atents shall have the attributes of personal property." 35 U.S.C. § 261 (1976).
See, e.g., United States v. Dubilier Condenser Corp., 289 U.S. 178 (1933); Bemet v. Nat'l

Harrow Co., 186 U.S. 70 (1902) (patent owner can sell patent or keep it, manufacture the
article himself or license others to do so, sell the article himself or authorize others to sell it);
N.V.Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken v. Atomic Energy Comm'n, 316 F.2d 401 (D.C. Cir. 1963);
4 A. DELLER, DELLER'S WALKER ON PATENTS § 219 (2d ed. 1965).
114. 205 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) at 34.
115. 206 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 873 (7th Cir. 1980). Johnson & Johnson brought suit against
Erickson for patent infringement in the United States District Court for the Northern District
of Illinois. Erickson counterclaimed for a declaratory judgment of patent invalidity and noninfringement. Johnson & Johnson appealed from a court order granting Erickson's motion to
compel Johnson & Johnson to initiate reissue-reexamination proceedings. The Seventh Circuit stated that it had jurisdiction because the district court's interlocutory order effectively
dismissed the patent owner's suit. Id at 878.
116. Id at 878.
117. 35 U.S.C. § 252 (1976).

change in the claims or specification is sought." 8 Thus, the surrender of the patent never becomes effective in a reissue-reexamination
proceeding because the patent is never reissued, and the original pat-

Absent loss of a proprietary right, no
ent remains enforceable.'
taking of property occurs. Therefore, a court order directing an unwilling patent owner to file for reissue-reexamination does not offend
due process.'

20

2. Court- Compelled Reissue-ReexaminationDoes Not Force the
Patent Owner to Make a False Oath. -The Swfl court denied a mo-

tion by the alleged infringer to compel reissue-reexamination.' 2'
The effect of an order to compel, the court reasoned, is to "direct the
[patent owner] to treat . . .its patent . . .[as if it] is invalid and
should never have been granted by the Patent Office under the facts
and circumstances then existing."'' 22 The court's reasoning is clearly
erroneous.
As recognized in Lee-Boy Manufacturing Co. v. Puckett, 123 the
reissue procedure is available even though the patent owner continues to believe that his patent is valid. 24 The reissue-rexamination
applicant need only state under oath that the examiner, not the ap-

plicant, might deem the original patent invalid in view of prior art or
other information never considered by the PTO. 25 Therefore, a patent owner compelled to apply for reissue-reexamination of his patent
is not forced to swear falsely,'

26

and the Swift court's rationale for

denying the infringer's motion fails.
3. JudicialRecitations of Inherent DiscretionaryPower to Compel Reissue-Reexamination.-Without articulating any basis for its
conclusion, the United States District Court for the Northern Dis118. See notes 49 & 50 and accompanying text supra.
119. E.g., Perkin-Elmer Corp. v. Westinghouse Elec. Corp., No. 77C1923 (E.D.N.Y., Mar.
29, 1978). See McCormick Harvesting Mach. Co. v. Aultman, 169 U.S. 606 (1898).
120. Certainly, the PTO examination system does not offend due process. After a final
determination of invalidity by the examiner, the patent owner may appeal the decision to the
PTO Board of Appeals. 35 U.S.C. § 134 (1976). An adverse decision by the Board of Appeals
may be appealed either to the United States Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, 35 U.S.C.
§ 141 (1976), or to the United States District Court for the District of Columbia. 35 U.S.C.
§ 145 (1976).
121. 205 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) at 34.
122. Id
123. U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 573 (N.D. Ga. 1978).
124. The Lee-Boy court pointed out,
As provided in 37 C.F.R. § 1.175(a)(4), a patent owner may have additional prior
art considered by the Patent Office without the making of changes in claims or specification. The reissue procedure is available although a [patent owner] maintains that
the validity of his patent contines.
Id at 574. Accord Sheller Globe Corp. v. Mobay Chem. Corp., 204 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1052,
1057 (E.D. Mich. 1980); Choat v. Rome Indus., Inc., 480 F. Supp. 387, 389-90 (N.D. Ga. 1979).
125. See note 38 supra.
126. Sheller Globe Corp. v. Mobay Chem. Corp., 204 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1052 (E.D. Mich.
1980).

trict of Illinois in Coe Laboratories,Inc. v. St. CharlesManufacturing
Corp.,127 stated that judicial discretion includes the power to compel
28

a patent owner to apply for reissue-reexamination of his patent,

and granted the infringer's motion to compel. Court discretion has
also resulted in denial of a motion to compel.' 29 In exercising this
discretion, courts balance the benefits of sending issues of patentability to the PTO against any resulting prejudice to the parties.' 30 This
exercise of discretion is misplaced.
Discretionary power to stay litigation is an essential judicial tool
for controlling the progress of proceedings. 31 A court-compelled re-

issue-reexamination is not, however, merely a discretionary stay of
proceedings; it is a mandatory injunction directing the patent owner
to do a particular act.' 32 Rather than focusing on the judicial benefits available from PTO reconsideration of patent validity, 33 courts
should scrutinize the legal propriety of court-compelled reissue-reex-

amination. The crucial inquiry, then, is whether the PTO may prop127. 206 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1014 (N.D. Ill. 1980).
128. Id at 1015. Accord Sheller Globe Corp. v. Mobay Chem. Corp., 204 U.S.P.Q.
(BNA) 1052, 1058 (E.D. Mich. 1980); Slimfold Mfg. Co. v. Kinhead Indus., Inc., 206 U.S.P.Q.
(BNA) 1012, 1013 (N.D. Ga. 1980); Choat v. Rome Indus., Inc., 480 F. Supp. 387, 391 (N.D.
Ga. 1979). Other courts have implicitly recognized this discretionary power by ordering reissue-reexamination without articulating any basis therefor. See In re Yarn Processing Patent
Validity Litigation, No. 82 (S.D. Fla. Sept. 7, 1979); Xerox Corp. v. SCM Corp., No. 76-1880
(D.N.J., May 22, 1979); K-Jack Eng'r Co. v. Pete's Newsrack, Inc., 205 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 696
(C.D. Cal. 1978); Alpine Eng'r Prods., Inc. v. Automated Bldg. Components, Inc., No. 77-6291
(S.D. Fla., Feb. 1, 1978).
129. E.g., Goodwall Constr. Co. v. Beers Constr. Co., 208 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 255 (N.D. Ga.
1980) (unsupported allegations of invalidity); A.B. Dick Co. v. Burroughs Corp., No. 78C75
(N.D. Ill., June 13, 1980) (litigation already two years old); Milliken Research Corp. v. Dan
River, Inc., 206 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1028 (W.D. Va. 1980) (case on docket for ten years, discovery
completed, time-saving advantages of PTO reissue no longer present); Antonious v. KamataRi & Co., 204 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 294 (D. Md. 1979) (questions of prior public sale within court's
expertise); RCA v. Applied Digital Data Sys., Inc., 467 F. Supp. 99 (D. Del. 1979) (court is
competent to decide validity of patent over prior art).
130. E.g., Milliken Research Corp. v. Dan River, Inc., 206 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1028, 1030
(W.D. Va. 1980); Antonious v. Kamata-Ri & Co., 204 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 294, 297 (D. Md. 1979).
131. Clearly, it is within a trial court's discretion to stay proceedings. Landis v. North
Am. Co., 299 U.S. 248 (1936). See note 100 supra. The PTO has encouraged courts to stay
proceedings when appropriate to permit PTO reconsideration of patent validity. 42 Fed. Reg.
5588 (1977).
132. A stay is merely a postponement of proceedings in the case until the occurrence of a
contingency. 1 AM. JUR. 2dActions § 92 (1962). A court order to reissue, however, is a formal
order to do a specified act and is, therefore, injunctive in nature. See 42 AM. JUR. 2d Injunctions § 1 (1969).
133. In Sheller Globe Corp. v. Mobay Chem. Corp., 204 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1052, 1058 (E.D.
Mich., 1980), the court stated that "the purposes of the reissue process are not impeded by
compelling Plaintiffs to file in this instance, but rather the benefit to the Court is substantial."
Accord, Slimfold Mfg. Co. v. Kinkead Indus., Inc., 206 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1012 (N.D. Ga. 1980);
Choat v. Rome Indus., Inc., 480 F. Supp. 387 (N.D. Ga. 1979). See also Harris & Hammond,
supra note 42, at 182 in which the authors opined that
the desire of many federal judges, many of whom lack technical and scientific training, to have the PTO assume the task of passing on the validity of patents in litigation
in their courts is no doubt an important but silent factor influencing. . . the tendency
to stay litigation pending reexamination of the patent-in-suit. ...

erly exercise jurisdiction over reissue-reexamination applications
filed by unwilling patent owners under court order.
4. The PTO has No Jurisdiction Over Involuntary Reissue-ReexaminationApplications.-In Sheller Globe Corp. v. Mobay Chemical Corp., 134 the United States District Court for the Eastern District
of Michigan found no distinction between voluntary and involuntary
applications for reissue-reexamination.
[T]his Court can find no basis in the regulation and its purpose or
advantages which would make it available only for a willing patentee-plaintiff.
Plaintiff does not suggest a persuasive basis for a distinction
between voluntary and involuntary reissue application. 35The purposes of the process are obtainable in either situation.'
As other federal courts exercising an assumed discretionary
power,1 36 the Sheller Globe court ordered reissue-reexamination
based solely on the benefits to be derived therefrom without considering whether the PTO can properly exercise jurisdiction over an involuntary application.
In overturning an order to compel by the United States District
Court for the Northern District of Illinois, 137 the United States Court
of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit in Johnson v. Johnson, Inc. v. Wallace 4. Erickson & Co. 138 concluded that district courts have no authority to compel the patent owner to file a reissue-reexamination
application.
[Nleither Congress nor the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks has authorized reissue proceedings to be initiated by anyone other than the inventor or the assignees of the patent right.
Congress has not yet deemed it proper to vest district courts with
the power to initiate reissue proceedings, nor do courts possess inherent power which extends to compulsion upon [patent owners]
to seek reissue. The Commissioner can only proceed as far as
Congress has declared, and he consequently has established in his
that [patent owners] alone may initiate reissue
regulations 139
proceedings.
The Seventh Circuit reached its conclusion by properly considering
the legislative intent behind the reissue statute. 140 An analysis of this
134. 204 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1052 (E.D. Mich. 1980).
135. Id at 1057.
136. See note 133 and accompanying text supra
137. Two other decisions by the district courts, Coe Laboratories Inc. v. St. Charles Manufacturing Corp., 206 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1014 (N.D. Ill. 1980), and A.B. Dick, No. 78C75 (N.D.
II1., June 13, 1980), are implicitly overruled. This reduces to seven the number of district
courts exercising discretionary authority to compel reissue-reexamination: Eastern Districts of
Michigan, Delaware and Maryland; Western Districts of Virginia and New Jersey; Central
District of California; and Northern District of Georgia.
138. 206 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 873 (7th Cir. 1980).
139. Id at 878.
140. When legislative intent cannot be deduced from the statutory language, courts must
turn to legislative history. Dawson Chem. Co. v. Rohm & Haas Co., 448 U.S. 176 (1980). See,

intent confirms the court's rationale.
Because reissue-reexamination is a derivative of reissue procedure and not a separate process,' 4 1 it must comply with patent reissue as intended by Congress in the reissue statute. In Grant v.
Raymond, 142 the Supreme Court recognized reissue patents as a benefit to the patent owner, necessary for full protection of the patent
right when the patent is wholly or partly inoperative or invalid because of an innocent error. 43 Similarly, the reissue procedure as
subsequently enacted by Congress is for the patent owner's benefit,'" not for the benefit of courts or third parties.
Under judicial interpretation of the reissue statute, reissue proceedings are available only to the patent owner."' The PTO itself
acknowledges this interpretation. 46 Ordering a patent owner to apply for reissue-reexamination of his patent abridges this restriction
by making reissue proceedings available to non-owners of patents.
More specifically, when a patent owner is ordered, on motion by the
alleged infringer, to file a reissue application, it is no longer the patent owner who obtains reissue-reexamination; it is the alleged infringer who obtains a reissue-reexamination of the owner's patent in
violation of the reissue statute.
This unwarranted procedure is carried to the extreme in a declaratory judgment action. To obtain a reissue-reexamination, the
alleged infringer first brings the patent owner into federal court by
instituting a declaratory judgment action to have the patent declared
e.g., Blue Chip Stamps v. Manor Drug Stores, 421 U.S. 723 (1975); Hudson Distribs., Inc. v.
Eli Lilly & Co., 377 U.S. 386 (1964).
141. It is not known why the Commissioner chose to promulgate the reexamination procedure under the umbrella of reissue. See notes 43-45 and accomanying text supra. His decision
is especially questionable in light of a rulemaking proposal in late 1978 that would permit any
person to seek an advisory opinion on the validity of issued patents. 43 Fed. Reg. 59,401

(1978). As authority for that proposal, the Commissioner cited only 35 U.S.C. § 6, his general
rulemaking authority. The Commissioner's proposal was withdrawn when new reexamination
legislation was pending before Congress. 44 Fed. Reg. 11,244 (1979). Apparently, the Commissioner could have promulgated a procedure equivalent to reissue-reexamination solely on
the basis of his rulemaking authority. That procedure would not be subject to the limitations
of the reissue statute.
142. 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 218 (1832).

143. The supreme Court stated,
[The patent monopoly] is the reward stipulated for the advantages derived by the
public for the exertions of the individual, and is intended as a stimulus to those exertions. . . . That sense of justice and of right which all feel, pleads strongly against
depriving the inventor of the compensation thus solemnly promised, because he has
I.committed an inadvertent or innocent mistake.
Id at 241-42. See Sontag Chain Stores Co. v. National Nut Co. of Cal., 310 U.S. 281, 295
(1940).
144. 206 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 873, 876 (7th Cir. 1980).
145. E.g., Shaw v. Cooper, 32 U.S. (7 Pet.) 292, 315 (1833); Potter v. Holland, 19 F. Cas.
1154 (C.C.D. Conn. 1858) (No. 11,329).
146. Former Commissioner Donald W. Banner stated that "[a] great shortcoming of the
present reissue practice is that members of the public cannot get a reexamination if the [patent
owner] doesn't apply for a reissue." Banner, Address Before the ABA Patent, Trademark, and
Coprght Section, 60 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'y 477, 482 (1978).

invalid. Then, on motion by the alleged infringer, the court compels
the patent owner to file a reissue-reexamination application. 147 As a
result, the alleged infringer, using the court as a vehicle, obtains a
reissue-reexamination of the owner's patent and circumvents the reissue statute, which supposedly restricts the availability of reissue to
patent owners. 14 This chicanery demonstrates the impropriety of
the procedure. The PTO, therefore, cannot exercise
jurisdiction over
49
applications.
reissue-reexamination
involuntary
C Analysis of FederalJudicialPractice
Even though court-compelled reissue-reexamination applications do not constitute a taking of property without due process, application under court order is improper because the reissuereexamination procedure should be available only to the patent owner. Neither Congress, which enacted the reissue statute, nor the
PTO, which promulgated the reissue-reexamination procedure, contemplated court-ordered reissue proceedings. Federal courts are exercising discretion although no allowance for discretion exists, and
the PTO is exceeding its jurisdiction when it accepts reissue applications filed by unwilling patent owners.
V.

Effect of the New Reexamination Statute

A.

Background

Congressional power to establish the patent system derives from
the constitutional mandate "[tlo promote the Progress of Science
• . .by securing for limited Times to. . .Inventors of the exclusive
right to their . . .Discoveries .1.0..",10
The system fails when inventors and investors are uncertain whether their patents will be
challenged in expensive litigation and held invalid. To encourage
investment in developing technologies, confidence in issued patents
must be maintained.' 5 '
On December 12, 1980, President Carter signed into law H.R.
6933,52 a comprehensive patent reform bill. Its major purpose is to
147.

See, e.g., Alpine Eng'r Prods., Inc. v. Automated Bldg. Components, Inc., No. 77-

6291 (S.D. Fla., Feb. 1, 1978), in which the plaintiff successfully urged the court to defer to
PTO expertise. The court dismissed the suit without prejudice to plaintiff's right to refile after
PTO reexamination.
148. See note 18 supra
149. 206 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 873, 878 (7th Cir. 1980); Bielomatik Leuze & Co. v. Southwest
Tablet Mfg. Co., 204 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 226 (N.D. Tex. 1979). Accord, Swift Agriculture Chems.
Corp. v. Mississippi Chem. Corp., 205 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 33 (S.D. Miss. 1978).

150. U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl.
8.
151. See H.R. REP.No. 1307(I), 96th Cong., 2d Sess., 1-4, reprintedin [1980] U.S. CODE
CONG. & AD. NEws 6460, 6460-63.
152. Act of Dec. 12, 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-517, § 1, 94 Stat. 3015 (1980) (to be codified in

35 U.S.C. §§ 301-307).

improve incentives for research and development by improving the
patent system. 53 Perhaps the most important feature of the legislation is a new patent reexamination procedure designed to provide an
inexpensive means for determining patent validity outside the courtroom.' 54 After a decade of unsuccessful attempts, 155 Congress has
finally sanctioned PTO reexamination of issued patents.
The effect that statutory reexamination will have on federal judicial and PTO practice is speculative at this time. The legislative
history of H.R. 6933 and similar preceding reexamination bills,' 5 6
however, indicates the scope and purposes of statutory reexamination. From this the proper relationship of the statute with both the
PTO and federal courts can be determined.
B. Comparison of Statutory Reexamination and ReissueReexamination
Although the underlying purpose of both statutory reexamination and reissue-reexamination is to improve the reliability of issued
patents, the procedures are dissimilar. Unlike reissue-reexamination, 15' availability of statutory reexamination is not limited to the
patent owner. "Any person", including the patent owner or any

member of the general public, may request PTO reconsideration of
patent validity through statutory reexamination. 5 8 Initially, the uni153.

President Carter stated,
One of my Administration's major concerns has been the role of industrial innovation in promoting this nation's economic health. . . . In 1979, I sent to the Congress an Industrial Innovation Message proposing initiatives in nine critical areas
relevant to innovation, including legislation to strengthen our patent system. . . . I
am persuaded. . . that the present package of reform goes far toward strengthening
the effectiveness of the patent incentive in stimulating innovation in the United
States.
Statement by the President, Office of the White House Press Secretary, Dec. 12, 1980, reprinted
in 509 PAT., T.M., & COPYRIGHT J. (BNA) A-2 (Dec. 18, 1980) [hereinafter cited as President's
statement]. See H.R. REP. No. 1307, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 1-3, reprinted in [1980] U.S. CODE
CONG. & AD. NEWS 6460, 6460-62.

154. The Committee Report stated,
Reexamination will permit efficient resolution of questions about the validity of issued patents without recourse to expensive and lengthy infringement litigation. This,
in turn, will promote industrial innovation by assuring the kind of certainty about
patent validity which is a necessary ingredient of sound investment decisions.
H.R. REP. No. 1307, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 3-4, reprintedin [19801 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD.
NEWS 6460, 6460-63.
155. See, e.g., S. 1679, 96th Cong., 1st Sess., 125 CONG. REC. S. 11663 (1979); H.R. 5075,
96th Cong., 1st Sess. 125 CONG. REC. H 7200 (1979); H.R. 10184, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., 124
CONG. REC. H 12162 (1977). For unsuccessful reexamination bills prior to the 1977 rule
changes, see note 62 supra.
156. See Hearings on H
6933, supra note 64.
157. See notes 145 & 146 and accompanying text supra.
158.
Any person at any time may file a request for reexamination by the Office of
any claim of a patent on the basis of any prior art cited under the provisions of
section 301 of this title. . . . The request must set forth the pertinency and manner
of applying cited prior art to every claim for which reexamination is requested. Unless the requesting person is the owner of the patent, the Commissioner promptly will
send a copy of the request to the owner of record of the patent.

versal availability of statutory reexamination appears to eliminate
the problem of court-ordered reissue-reexamination since the alleged
infringer has access to patent reexamination through the statutory
reexamination procedure.' 59 Other differences in the scope of the
respective procedures, however, indicate that reissue-reexamination
may be more advantageous than statutory reexamination in some
cases.
Statutory reexamination is restricted to PTO consideration of
previously overlookedpriorart that may be relevant to patentability
of any patent claim.' 60 In contrast, reissue-reexamination includes
PTO consideration of prior art or other information that may be relevant to allissues ofpatentabiity.161 Because statutory reexamination
is limited to consideration of prior art, a putative infringer who
claims fraud or inequitable conduct by the patent owner cannot have
this issue presented to the examiner in a statutory reexamination
proceeding.' 62 Therefore, if he desires PTO consideration of fraud
and the patent owner refuses to file for reissue-reexamination, the

alleged infringer must seek a court-ordered reissue-reexamination.
Furthermore, participation by members of the public in statutory reexamination is severely limited. A non-owner of a patent who
requests reexamination may only file a reply to the patent owner's
intitial statement.' 63 On the other hand, reissue-reexamination is
quasi inter partes in nature.'I 4 Thus, when the alleged infringer
deems active participation in PTO proceedings essential to adequately present his views on patentability issues, his only recourse is
participation as a protester in court-ordered reissue-reexamination.
Act of Dec. 12, 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-517, § 1, 94 Stat. 3015 (1980) (to be codified in 35 U.S.C.
§ 302).
159. Id
160.
Any person at any time may cite to the Office in writingprior art consisting of
patents or printed publications which that person believes to have a bearing on the
patentabilityofany claim of a particular patent. If the person explains in writing the
pertinency and manner of applying such prior art to at least one claim of the patent,
the citationof such prior art and the explaination thereof will become a part of the
official file of the patent.
Act of Dec. 12, 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-517, § 1, 94 Stat. 3015 (1980) (to be codified in 35 U.S.C.
§ 301) (emphasis added).
161. See note 85 and accompanying text supra.
162. The PTO rules promulgated pursuant to the reexamination statute conform to the
strict wording of the statute, limiting the procedure to questions of prior art consisting of patents or printed publications. See 46 Fed. Reg. 29,176 (1981).
163.
If... the Commissioner finds that a substantial new question of patentability
affecting any claim of a patent is raised, the determination will include an order for
reexamination of the patent for resolution of the question. The patent owner...
may file a statement on such question. . . . If the patent owner fies such a statement, he promptly will serve a copy of it on the peson who has requested reexamination ....
[7yhat person mayfile and have considered in the reexamination a reply to
any statement filed by the patent owner.
Act of Dec. 12, 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-517, § 1, 94 Stat. 3015, at 3016 (1980) (to be codified in 35
U.S.C. § 304) (emphasis added). See newly adopted regulation 37 C.F.R. § 1.535 in 46 Fed.
Reg. 29,176 (1981).
164. See note 78 and accompanying text supra.

Finally, the sixty-five dollar reissue-reexamination fee levied against
thepatent owner for a compelled reissue-reexamination is certainly
more attractive to the putative infringer than the fifteen hundred
dollar fee imposed on him as the applicant for a statutory reexamination of the patent in suit.' 6 5 Thus, given a choice, alleged infringers will sometimes prefer court-compelled reissue-reexamination to
66
statutory re-examination.
C. Enactment of Statutory Reexamination Precludes Court-Ordered
Reissue-Reexamination
Since passage of the reexamination statute, some segments of
the patent bar have suggested that the 1977 amendments to the PTO
reissue procedures should be abandoned. 167 Because these suggested
changes were not part of any published proposal, 6 8 however, acting
Commissioner Tegtmeyer 69 stated that their consideration and
adoption would require a new notice of proposed rule-making.'
Accepting reissue-reexamination as a viable procedure for at least
the near future, the question remains whether federal courts will
continue to order patent owners to apply for reissue-reexamination.
In addition to the availability limitations inherent in the reissue statute,' 7 ' congressional enactment of a reexamination procedure
strongly militates against prolonging this judicial practice.
In the reexamination statute, Congress chose to make available
to thepublic a reexamination proceeding restricted to PTO determination of claim validity in light of previously unconsidered prior
art.172 The House Committee Report noted that no provision to stay
court proceedings was included in H.R. 6933 because federal courts
already possess this power.' 73 Thus, the federal courts' power to stay
proceedings combined with statutory reexamination, provides alleged infringers with access to reconsideration of prior art during infringement litigation. In contrast, court-ordered reissue165. The $1500 reexamination fee was announced in 46 Fed. Reg. 24,179 (1981).
166. For a discussion of reissue-reexamination tactics for the alleged infringer, see Dunner
& Lipsey, supra note 106.
167. See 46 Fed. Reg. 29,176 (1981).
168. See 46 Fed. Reg. 3162 (1981).
169. At the request of the incoming Reagan adminsitration, Sidney Diamond, Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks since July 1979, submitted his resignation, which became
effective on January 17, 1981. Assistant Commissioner Rene Tegtmeyer was appointed acting
Commissioner pending an administration nomination. 512 PAT., T.M., & COPYRIGHT J.
(BNA) AA- (Jan. 15, 1981).
170. See 46 Fed. Reg. 29,176 (1981).
171. See notes 137-149 and accompanying text supra
172. See note 158 supra. As Commissioner Diamond stated, "[by limiting reexamination
to a consideration of prior patents and printed publications, the PTO would be given a task
that it can perform effectively at reasonable cost." Hearing on S. 1679, supra note 59, at 15.
173. H.R. REP. No. 1307(I), 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 4, reprinted in [1980] U.S. CODE CONG.
& AD. NEws 6460, 6460-63.

reexamination furnishes the alleged infringer, a member of the general public, with access to a PTO reexamination proceeding in which
all issues of patentability are addressed.' 7 4 Therefore, the judicial
practice of ordering the patent owner to file a reissue-reexamination
application violates the express intent of Congress to limit publicly
available reexamination to considerations of prior art. Federal
courts must recognize this conflict and cease the practice of compelled reissue-reexaminations.
VI.

Conclusion

Patent reexamination is a concept whose time has come. By
permitting PTO reconsideration of patent validity in light of relevant
prior art not previously addressed by the PTO, patent reexamination
cures the inadequacies of the original patent application examination. The reliability of issued patents is thus increased, encouraging
invention and investment in research and development. Federal
courts, however, have abused the PTO reissue-reexamination procedure by compelling unwilling patent owners, on motion of the alleged infringer, to apply for reissue-reexamination during
infringment litigation. This judicial practice and the PTO's exercise
of jurisdiction over these involuntary applications clearly violate the
reissue statute.
Federal courts and the PTO now have an opportunity to make a
new beginning. In the recently enacted reexamination statute, Congress has provided a reexamination procedure available to everyone. 7 5 Reissue-reexamination remains as a complementary
procedure available only to the patent owner. This dichotomy will
be destroyed if courts continue to make reissue-reexamination available to alleged infringers. The reexamination statute became effective on July 31, 1981. Federal courts, in order to comply with the
reissue statute and the new reexamination statute, should refrain in
the future from compelling patent owners to apply for reissuereexamination.
THOMAS

174. See note 85 and accompanying text supra.
175. See note 158 and accompanying text supra
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